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rocnogim Tan,

Bamy TGJierpaMMy OT 25 OKTfldpn a osHaKOMOCH c
Mne noHHTHO Banie decnoKOtCTBO sa coxpaneHHe Mupa, H H BHCOKO
Bain ycHjiHfl, HanpasJieHHtie Ha npeaoTBpameHHe BoeHnoro KOH$jiHKTa

SeftcTBHTejiBHO, ecjEH da na noaciynax K Kyde BOSHHK
KOH$JIHKT, - a OH M03K6T CT3TI. HeHSdeiCHHM B pesyjILTBTC HMpaTCKHX M6p

CIA, - TO BIO, HecoMHeHHO, ceptesHO OCJIOSCHHJIO dy ycHJiHH no
B3HHBD KOHT3KTOB, C T6M qTOdH H3 OCHOB6 nepePOBOpOB

cocTOHHHe, KOiopoe cegqac HasflsaHO M0py arpeccHBHHMH

II03TOMy MH npHHHMaeM Baie npeaaoaceHHe H #ajra ynasaHHe
H3M GOBeTCKMx cyflOB, HOiopee HaxoaHTca na no^cTynax K Kyde, HO enie
H6 BOUIBH B 30Hy HHpaTCKHX aeMCTBHH aMepHKaHCKHX B06HHHX KOpadJteH,

BCH, K3K BH peKOMeHayeTe, B ciopOHe OT pagoHa nepexBaxa.
Ho MH OTflaM 3TOT npHK83 B Hafleac^e, qTo apyran cTOpona nogMex

TBKOe COCTOHHM6, KOPfla MH flepKHM Cyfla B OTKPHTOM MOpe d63 flBH-

flOJISHO 6HTI> TOZiKO BpeMGHHHM, H 3TOT CpOK HHK3K H6 MOK6T

Bac sa Baina ycKjiHa H lejiaB) yon&xes B pietist"
HOM ipyse. BafflH yGHjinn no odecneqenHto MHpa BO BGCM MHpe

noHHMaHHe H noaaepsKy G names ciopOHH.
npaBHiejiLCTBO HeHsueHHO cTpeMHJtoct H CTPSMHTCH K

OOH - MeiayHapoanog op^aHH3a^HH, KOTopan aBEHeiCH $opy-
MOM a^IH BO.eX CTpaH MHpa, H63aBHCHMO OT HX COttHajILHO-^IOJIHTPiqeCKOrO

c ISM ^TodH BOSHHKaDipte KOH$JIHKTH yperyjiapOBajiHCL ne
BOfiHH, a nyieM neperoBOpos.

26 OETHdpn 1962

Ero HpeBOCXoaHTejiBCTBy r-Hy TAH7,
HcnojiHHiomeMy odHsaHHOciu reHepajiBHora CeKpeiaps

Hiio-lopK, H.fi.



PRESS-RELEASE

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

680 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

N.S. KHRUSHCHOV'S LETTER TO BERTRAND RUSSELL

Following is the full text of N.S.Khrushchov?s letter in reply
to a telegram from Bertrand Russe.1.

"Dear Mr. Russell,

I received your telegram and express sincere gratitude for the
concern you have displayed in connection with the aggressive actions
of the United States in pushing the world to the brink of war.

I understand your worry and anxiety. I should like to assure
you that the Soviet Government will not take any reckless decisions,
will not permit itself to be provoked by the unwarranted actions of
the United States of America and will do everything to eliminate the
situation fraught with irreparable consequences which has arisen in
connection with the aggressive actions of the United States Government.
We shall do everything in our power to prevent war from' breaking out.
VJe are fully aware of the fact that if this war is unleashed, from the
very first hour it will become a thermonuclear and world war. This is
perfectly obvious to us, but clearly is not to the Government of the
United States which has caused this crises.

The American Government is said to have embarked on such a
reckless course not only because of hatred for the Cuban people and
their government but also out of preelection considerations, in the
flurry of interparty preelection excitement. But this is madness which
may lead the world to the catastrophe of a thermonuclear war. The
persons who are responsible for the United States policy should ponder
the consequences to which their rash actions may lead if a thermo-
nuclear war is unleashed. If the way to the aggressive policy of the
American Government is not blocked, the people of the United States and
other nations will have to pay with millions of lives for this policy.

I beg you, Mr. Russell, to meet with understanding .̂x- position,
our actions. Realizing the entire complexity of the situation brought
about by the piratic actions of the American Government we cannot agree
with them in any form. If we encourge piracy and banditry in interna-
tional relations, this will not conduce to consolidation of the norms
of international law and, consequently, of legal order on which normal
relations are based between states, between nations, between people.
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Therefore if the United States government will crudely trample
upon and violate international rights, if it does not follow in its
actions the appeals of reason, the situation having tensed up to the
limit may get our, of hand and this may resolve into a world war with
all the regretful consequences to the peoples of all countries.

This IL wriy what is needed now is not only the efforts of the
Soviet Union, the socialise countries and Cuba, which has become, as
it wore; the iua:n focr.s of the world crisis, but also the efforts of
all states ; all people?, and all segments of society to avert a military
catastrophe. Clearly if this catastrophe breaks out, it will bring
extremely grave cori.si-'uencet: to mankind and will spare neither right
nor left; neither those who champion the cause of peace nor those who
wairc to stay aloof. • • . _ :

I want, to say •. .~ce more: we shall do everything possible to prevent
this catastrophe. But it mairt be born in mind that our efforts may prove
jrv:ufficient, Indeed, our efforts and possibilities are efforts and
possibilities of c:î  side. If the American government will be carrying
the progran of piratic actions outlined by it, we shall have to resort
to means of defence against- aggressor to defend our rights and interna-
tional right," which are written down in international agreements and
expressed in the United Nations Charter. Te have no other way out.
It i,3 well known that if one tries to mollify a robber by giving him
a\"f:.rst- one's .purse, then one*s coat;the robber will not become more
merciful, will not stop robbing. On the contrary, he will become increas-
ingly insolent. Therefore it is necessary to curb the highway man in
order to prevent the jungle law from becoming the law governing relations
.between civilized people and states.

The Soviet Government considers that the Government of the United
States of America must display reserve and stay the execution of its
piratical threats which are fraught with most serious consequences.

The question of war and peace is so vital that we should consider
useful a top-level meeting in order to discuss all the problems which
have arisen, to do everything to remove the danger of unleashing a
thermonuclear war- As long as rocket nuclear weapons are not put into
play it is still possible to avert war. Then aggression is unleashed
by the Americans such a meeting will .already become impossible and
useless,

I thar.k you. once more for your appeal, prompted as it is by
concern for the destinies of the world.

Respectfully Yours,

N. • KHRUSHCHOV

Moscow, October



PRESS-RELEASE

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

680 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

SOVIET GOVERNMENT STATEMENT ON CUBA

On October 23, 1962 the following Statement of the USSR

Government was released:

"President Kennedy of the United States ammounced last .night that
he had instructed the United States Navy to intercept all ships
proceeding to Cuba, to search them and not to let pass ships carrying
weapons which are defined by the United States authorities as offensive
weapons. Another order was issued to conduct continuous and thorough
observation over Cuba. Thus, the United States Government, in effect,
establishes a naval blockade of the Republic of Cuba. Simultaneously
the landing began of fresh United States troops at the United States
Base Guantanamo, which lies on Cuban territory, and the United States
armed forces have been alerted.

The President tries to justify these unprecedented aggressive
actions by alledging that a threat to the national security of the
United States emanates from Cuba.

The Soveit Government has repeatedly drawn attention of the
Governments of all countries and world public opinion to the serious
danger to the cause of peace, created by the policy followed by the
United States with regard to Republic of Cuba. The Statement of the
United States President shows that the American imperialist circles balk
at nothing in their attempts to stifle the sovereign state, a United
Nations member. For this purpose, they are prepared to push the world
into the abyss of a war catastrophe.

The peoples of all countries must be clearly aware that,
undertaking such a gamble, the United States of America are taking a
step along the roadofunleashing a thermonuclear world war. Cynically
flouting international standards of conduct of states and the
principles of the Charter of the United Nations, the United States
usurped the right, and announced this, to attack ships of other states
on the high seas, i.e. to engage in piracy.

The imperialist quarters of the United States seek to dictate to
Cuba what policy she must carry through, what domestic order ought to
be established, what weapons she should have for her defence.
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But who gave the United States the right to assume the role of
the master of desinies of other countries and peoples? Why should the
Cubans settle the internal affairs of their state not at their own
discretion but so as to please the United States? Cuba belongs to the
Cuban people and only they can be masters of their destiny.

In accordance with the United Nations Charter all countries, big
and small, have the right to build their life in their own way, to take
such measures for ensuring their security as they deem necessary, to
offer rebuff to the aggressive forces which enproach on their freedom
and independence. To ignore this means to undermine the very foundations
of the United Nations existence, to introduce jungle law into inter-
national practices, to give rise to endless conflicts and wars.

At this anxious hour, the Soviet Government regards it as its duty
to issue a serious warning to the United States Government, warning it
that by taking the measures announced by President Kennedy it assumes
a grave responsibility for the destinies of peace, is recklessly playing
with fire.

The leaders of the United States must, at last, understand that
times ha-ve changed completely. Only madmen bank on a policy "from
positions of strength'1' and believe that this policy will bring any
success, will help to make it possible to impose their order upon other
states. Whereas earlier the United States could regard itself as the
strongest military power, it now has no foundations whatever for this.

There is another force in the world, no less powerful, which
advocates that the peoples arrange their life just as they want to.
Now, more than ever before, statesmen are called forth to display
composure and common sense and not sabre rattling.

'J-'he Soveit Government reaffirms that all weapons of the Soviet
Union serve and will serve the purposes of defence against aggressors.
In the present international situation the powerful weapons, including
nuclear rocket weapons, possessed by the Soviet Union, are, as all the
peoples of the world acknowledge, a decisive means which deters the
aggressive forces of imperialism from engineering a world war of
extermination. The Soviet Union will continue to discharge this mission
with all firmness and consistence.

The United States President declared in his speech that if even
a single nuclear bomb falls on United States territory, the United States
would strike a retaliatory blow. This Statement is permitted with
hypocrisy because the Soviet Union has already repeatedly declared that
not a single Soviet nuclear bomb, would fall either on the United States
or on any other country, unless an aggression is committed. Nuclear
weapons which have been created by the Soviet people and are in the
hands of the people, never will be used for the purposes of aggression.

But if the aggressors touch off a war, the Soviet Union would
strike a most powerful retaliatory blow.

The Soviet Union has always been loyal to the principles of the
United Nations Charter, has been consistently following a policy directed
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towards reservation and strengthening of peace. The whole world knows
the tremendous efforts mady by the Soviet Union for easing international
tensions, eliminating the seats of conflicts and disputes between
States/ for carrying into life the principles of peaceful coexistence
of States with different social systems. It was precisely the Soviet
Union that put forth and substantiated a program for general and
complete disarmament which, if implemented, would open up practical
prospects for establishing a world without wars, without arms.

These porposals are enlishing increasing support in
the world, they struck firm roots in the minds of the people, became
an imperative demand of the time. If no progress has yet been made
in disarmament, the blame for this rests with the United States of
America and its NATO allies. They are afraid of disarmament, they do
not want to give up.the big stick, by means of which they seek to impose
their will upon other countries.

The United States Government accuses Cuba of allegedly creating
a threat to the security of the United States. But who will believe
that Cuba could create a threat to the United States? If one speaks
of the size and resources of the two countries, of their armaments,
it will not occur to any thoughtful statesman that Cuba could
constitute a threat to the United States of America or any other country.

It is hypocrisy, to say the least, to allege that small Cuba can
enroach on the security of the United States of America.

The Cubans want to safeguard their home, their independence against
the threat that comes from the United States. The Government of Cuba
appeals to reason and conscience, urges the United States to abandon
its encroachments on Cuba's Independence, to establish normal relations
with the Cuban State. Is it not convincing that the Cuban Government
officially declared its desire to settle all disputable questions
through negotiations with the United States Government?

Quite recently, speaking at the United Nations General Assembly
session, Presiden Dorticos of the Republic of Cuba reiterated that
Cuba, Hhas always expressed readiness to conduct negotiations along
usual diplomatic channels or in any other way to discuss the
differences existing between the United States and Cuba." Now the
United States President says that these statements of the Cuban
Government are allegedly not enough. But in this way one can vindicate
any aggressive action, .any adventure.

As to the Soviet Union's assistance to Cuba, it is aimed solely
at enhancing Cuba's defence potential.

As stated on September 3rd this year in the Joint Soviet-Cuban
Communique on the stay in the Soviet Union of a Cuban Delegation;
consisting of E.Guevara and E.Aragones, the Soviet Government granted
the request of the Coban Government on rendering aid to Cuba by
supplying arms. The Communique said that these arms and military
equipment were designed exclusively for defensive purposes. The
Government of the two countries firmly stand on these positions at
present too.
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Soviet assistance in strengthening the defences of Cuba has been

necessitated by the fact that the Cuban Republic since its very
inception has been subjected to continuous threats and provocations
from the United States.

The United States balks at nothing, including organization of
armed intervention on Cuba, as it was the case in April 19&1, in
order to deprive the Cuban people of the freedom and independence they
have gained, to place them again under the domination of American
monopolies, to make Cuba a United States puppet.

United States demands that military equipment Cuba needs for
self defence should be removed from Cuban territory, a demand which,
naturally, no State which values its independence can meet.

The ^oviet Union is in favour of all foreign troops to be
withdrawn from alien territories to within their national boundaries.
If the United States shows real concern for consolidation of friendly
relations with other States and tries to secure durable world peace,
as President Kennedy declared in his speech on October 22, it should
accept Soviet proposals and withdraw their troops and military
equipment, close down military bases of foreign territories in
different parts of the world.

However, the United States, which has flung its armed forces and
armaments throughout the world, stubbornly refuses to accept this
proposal. The United States is using them for interfering in the
internal affairs of other States and for the realizing its aggressive
designs- It is American imperialism that assumed the role of internation-
al gendarme. United States spokesmen continually boast that American
planes can attack the ^oviet Union any time, drop American bombs on
peaceful towns and villages and strike heavy blows. Not a day passes
without statesmen and military leaders as well as the press of United
States threatening that American submarines with polaris missiles
which are prowling many seas and Oceans could strike a nuclear blow
at the Soviet Union and other peace-loving States.

In view of these facts President Kennedyfs allegation that the
United States Government in its presumptous demands to deprive Cuba of
the means of defence is guided by the interests of peace has a
particularly false ring.

Peaceloving States cannot but protest against the piratic actions
declared by the United States President with regard to the ships sailing
towards Cuba's shores, , against establishment of control over ships of
sovereign States on the high seas. It is wellknown that American
statesmen ere fond of speaking about their devotion to the principles
of international law, of haranguing about the necessity of law and order
in the world. But in point of fact they , .apparently, believe that laws
are meant not for the United States but for other countries. The
establishment of actual blockade on the Cuban shores by the United
States is a provocative move, an unheard-of violation of international
law, a challenge to all peaceloving nations.
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Neither can one overlook the fact that if today the United States
is trying to forbid other countries to trade with Cuba and to use their
ships to carry goods and cargoes to Cuba, tomorrow American ruling
circles might demand similar measures agains any other State, the
policy or social system of which displease the ruling circles of the
United States.

The United States Government arrogates the right to demand that
States report to it how they organize their defence,what do they carry in
their ships in the open sea.

The ^oviet Government resolutely rejects such claims. The arrogant
actions of American imperialism could lead to disastrous consequences
to all mankind, unwanted by a single people, including the people of
the United States.

Taking into account the seriousness of the situation around Cuba
created by the United States Government, the °oviet Government has
instructed its representative to the United Nations to raise the
question of immediate convocation of the Security Council for
discussing the question: "About the violation of the United Nations
Charter and threat to peace on the part of the United States of America",

The Soviet Union calls upon all Governments and peoples to raise
their voice in protest against the aggressive actions of the United
States of America with regard to Cuba and other States, resolutely
to denounce these actions and to raise an obstacle on the way to the
unleashing of thermonuclear war by the United States Government.

The Soviet Government will do everything in its power to thwart
the aggressive designs of the imperialist circles of the United States,
to safeguard and; consolidate peace on earth.

The Soviet Government expresses firm conviction that the Soviet
people will further step up its labour efforts for the sake of
strengthening the conomic and defensive might of the Soviet homeland.
The ^oviet Government is taking all necessary measures for preventing
our country from being taken unawares and to enable it to offer a
condign reply to the aggressor."
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Jasbas-sa/Sor,

be grateful If the enclosed isessagg? could isrgantly
transmitted to Us Ixcellemey Senor Fidel festro»

Sincerely yours,

ft
Jketisg

1,S. Sr. terio
Sepreseatativs to the tSadtcd Sations,
Mission of Cuba to the United

155 Bast %f& Street, 51st floor,
Hew

^^^
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Translated from Russian

Confidential

Dear U Thant,

I have received and studied your telegram of 25 October. I understand
your anxiety for the preservation of peace, and I appreciate highly your
efforts to avert military conflict.

Indeed, if any conflict should arise on the approaches to Cuba - and this
may become unavoidable as a result of the piratical measures taken by the
United States - this would beyond question seriously complicate the endeavours

to initiate contacts in order to put an end, on a basis of negotiation, to the

critical situation that has now been thrust on the world by the aggressive

actions of the Doited States.

We therefore accept your proposal, and have ordered the masters of Soviet

vessels bound for Cuba but not yet within the area of the American warships'

piratical activities to stay out of the interception area, as you recommend.

But we have given this order in the hope that the other side will

understand that such a situation, in which we keep vessels immobilized on the
high seas, must be a purely temporary one; the period cannot under any

circumstances be of long duration.
I thank you for your efforts and wish you success in your noble task.

Your efforts to ensure world peace will always meet with understanding and

support on our part.

The Soviet Government has consistently striven, and is striving, to

strengthen the United Ifations - that international Organization which constitutes

a forum for all countries of the world, regardless of their socio-political

structure, in order that disputes arising may be settled not through war but

through negotiations.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration*

N. KHRUSHCHEV

26 October 1962

His Excellency U !Ehant
Acting Secretary-General
United Ifetions
Hew York
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Sis Ixeelleaejr Sfe*. UiMta Krushchev
Chainaszi of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet tfetion

I am most grateful to-^^/or yorn* encouraging reply to JJJJT appeal of yesterday.

I hope to begin discussions with .fertbassador 2orln tasaorrcw^ ^id I trust that

tfee outcome of these discussions will be satisfactory to all concerned and

atvsoee the cause of peace.

TJ "Basnet
Acting
?&tited Nations.
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Gl&lrasn of t&g Council of Ministers of t^s Soviet
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Press Release SG/1357
26 October 1962

TEXTS OF MESSAGE FROM ACTING SECRETARY-GENERAL U THAIiT

TO CHAIRMAN KHRUPHCHEV MD HIS REPLY

25 October 1962

I would be grateful if you would be so kind as to transmit the enclosed

message to the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union.

Sincerely yours,

U Thant
Acting Secretary-General

H.E. Mr. V.A. Zorin
Permanent Representative to the United Nations}
Permanent Mission of the U.S.S.R. to the United Nations,,
136 East 67th Street
New York, H.Y.

25 October 1962

Message to Chairman Khrushchev

In continuation of my message of yesterday and my statement before the Security

Council, I would like to bring to Your Excellency's attention my grave concern that

Soviet ships already on their way to Cuba might challenge the quarantine imposed by

the United States and produce a confrontation at sea between Soviet ships and United

States vessels, which could lead to an aggravation of the situation. What concerns

me most is that such a .confrontation and consequent aggravation of the situation would

destroy any possibility of the discussions I have suggested as a prelude to negotia-

tions on a peaceful settlement. In the circumstances I earnestly hope that Your

Excellency may find it possible to instruct the Soviet ships already on their way to

Cuba to stay away from the interception area for a limited time only, in order to

permit discussions of the modalities of a possible agreement which could settle the

problem peacefully in line with the Charter of the United Nations.

(more)
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I am confident that, If such instructions could "be issued "by Your Excellency,

the United States authorities will take action to ensure that a direct confrontation

between their ships and Soviet ships is avoided during the same period in order to

minimise the risk of any untoward incident taking place.

If I could be informed of the action taken by Your Government on the basis of

this appeal, I could inform President Kennedy that I have assurances from your

side of your cooperation in avoiding all risk of an untoward incident.

I am at the same time addressing the enclosed appeal to President Kennedy.

U Tnant
Acting Secretary-General

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN KHRUSHCHEV

(Unofficial translation from Russian)

Dear U Thant,

I have received and studied your telegram of 25 October. I understand your

anxiety for the preservation of peace, and I appreciate highly your efforts to

avert military conflict.

Indeed, if any conflict should arise on the approaches to Cuba — and this may

become unavoidable as a result of the piratical measures taken by the United States

— this would beyond question seriously complicate the endeavours to initiate

contacts in order to put an end, on a basis of negotiation, to the critical

situation that has now been thrust on the world by the aggressive actions of the

United States,

We therefore accept your proposal, and have ordered the masters of Soviet

vessels bound for Cuba but not yet within the area of the American warships'

piratical activities to stay out of the interception area, as you recommend.

But we have given this order in the hope that the other side will understand

that such a situation, in which we keep vessels immobilized on the high seas, must

be a purely temporary one; the period cannot under any circumstances be of long

duration.

I thank you for your efforts and wish you success in your noble task. Your

efforts to ensure world peace will always meet with understanding and support on

our part.

(more)
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The Soviet Government has consistently striven, and is striving, to strengthen

the United Nations — that international Organization which constitutes a forum

for all countries of the world, regardless of their socio-political structure, in

order that disputes arising may be settled not through war but through negotiations.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

N. Khrushchev

26 October 1962

His Excellency U Thant
Acting Secretary-General
United Nations
New York

* ###
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Press Release SG/1358
26 October 1962

TEXTS OF MESSAGE FROM ACTING SECRETARY-GENERAL U THAET

TO PRESIDENT KBHMEPY AND HIS REPLY

25 October 1962

I would be grateful if you would be so kind as to transmit the enclosed

message to the President of the United States, John F. Kennedy.

Sincerely yours,

U Thant
Acting Secretary-General

H.E. Mr. Adlai E. Stevenson
Permanent Representative to the United Nations
United^tates Mission to the United Nations
United Nations Plaza,
New York, N.Y.

25 October 1962

Message to President Kennedy

I have today sent a further message to Chairman Khrushchev expressing my grave

concern that Soviet ships already on their way to Cuba might challenge the

quarantine imposed by your government and produce a confrontation at sea between

Soviet ships and United States vessels, which could lead to an aggravation of the

situation. I have also stated that what concerns me most is the fact that such a

Confrontation and consequent aggravation of the situation would destroy any possi-

>ility of the discussions that I have suggested as a prelude to negotiations on a

peaceful settlement. I have accordingly expressed to him my earnest hope that

Soviet ships already on their way to Cuba might be instructed to stay away from the

interception area for a limited time only, in order to permit discussions of the

'lodalities of a possible agreement which could settle the problem peacefully in line

1th the Charter of the United Nations.

(more )
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In continuation of my message of yesterday and my speech before the Security

Council, I would now .like to appeal to Your Excellency that instructions may be issued

to United States vessels in the Caribbean to do everything possible to avoid direct

confrontation with Soviet ships in the next few days in order to minimize the risk

of any untoward incident. If I could be informed of the action taken by your

government on the basis of this appeal., I could inform Chairman Khrushchev that I

have assurances from your side of your cooperation in avoiding all risk of an

untoward incident. I would express the further hope that such cooperation could be

the prelude to a quick agreement in principle on the basis of which the quarantine

measures themselves could be called off as soon as possible.

U Thant
Acting Secretary-General

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT KEMEDY 25 October 1962

Excellency;

I have the honor to transmit a reply from the President of the United States to

your message to him of 25 October:

"I have your further message of today and I continue to understand

and welcome your efforts for a satisfactory solution. I appreciate and share

your concern that great caution be exercised pending the inauguration of

discus a 5,ons.

"If the Soviet Government accepts and abides by your request 'that

Soviet ships already on their way to Cuba...stay away from the interception

area' for the limited time required for preliminary discussion, you may be

assured that this government will accept and abide by your request that our

vessels in the Caribbean "do everything possible to avoid direct confrontation

with Soviet ships in the next few days in order to minimize the risk of any

untoward incident.' I must Inform you, however, that this is a matter of

great urgency in view of the fact that certain Soviet ships are still

proceeding toward Cuba and the interception area.

(more)
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"X share your hope that Chairman Khrushchev will also heed your appeal

and that we can then proceed urgently to meet the requirements that these

offensive military systems in Cuba be withdrawn, in order to end their

threat to peace. I must point out to you that present work on these systems

is still continuing<,"

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Adlai E. Stevenson

His Excellency
U Thairt,
Acting Secretary-General
of the United Nations

#-*»* *
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Press Release SG/1359
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TEXT OF MESSAGE FROM ACTING SECRETARY-GENERAL U TBA3T

TO PREMIER FIDEL CASTRO AND HIS REPLY

26 October 1962

Dear Mr. Ambassador,

I would be grateful if the enclosed message could urgently be transmitted to

His Excellency Senor Fidel Castro.

Sincerely yours,

U Thant
Acting Secretary-General

H.E. Sr. Mario Garcia-Inchaustegui
Permanent Representative of Cuba' to
the United Nations

Message to His Excellency Senor Fidel Castro,
Prime Minister of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba

I hope that Ambassador Garcia-Inchaustegui has conveyed to Your Excellency the

appeal that I addressed to you and to President Dorticos through him in the course

of the statement I made before the Security Council on 24 October, I then recalled

the following words of President Dorticos, uttered from the rostrum of the General

Assembly on 8 October:

^Were the United States able to give us proof, by word and deed, that it would

not carry out aggression against our country, then, we declare solemnly before you

here and now, our weapons would be unnecessary and our army redundant."

I added that I believed it would also contribute greatly to finding a way out

of the present impasse "if the construction and development of major military

facilities and installations in Cuba could be suspended during the period of

negotiations."

As Ambassador Garcia may have reported to you I have received fairly

encouraging responses to my appeal for negotiations and a peaceful solution of the

problem from the President of the United States and from the Chairman of the Council

of Ministers of the USSR. Your Excellency can make a significant contribution to

(more)
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the peace of the world at this present critical juncture by directing that the

construction and development of major military facilities and installations in

Cuba, and especially installations designed to launch medium range and intermediate

range ballistic missiles,be suspended during the period of negotiations which are

nov under way.

It would encourage me greatly to have an affirmative reply to this appeal

very urgently.

U IThant
Acting Secretary-General

Letter from Prime Minister Castro to
Acting Secretary-General U Thant

27 October 1962

Translation from the Spanish

Your Excellency,

On the instructions of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba I have the honour to

transmit to you the following message:

"Your Excellency,

"I have received your message dated 26 October, and express my appreciation of

your noble concern.

"Cuba is prepared to discuss as fully as may be necessary, its differences with

the United States and to do everything in its power, in co-operation with the United

Nations, to resolve the present crisis. However, it flatly rejects the violation of

the-sovereignty of our. country involved in the naval blockage, an act of force and

war committed by the United States against Cuba, In addition, it flatly rejects the

presumption of the United States to determine what actions we are entitled to take

within our country, what kind of arms we consider appropriate for our defence, what

relation/5 we are to have with the USSR, and what international policy steps we are

entitled to take, within the rules and laws governing relations between the peoples

of the world and the principles governing the United Nations, in order to guarantee

our own security and sovereignty.

"Cuba is victimizing no-one; it has violated no international lawj on the

contrary, it is the victim of the aggressive acts of the United States, such as the

naval blockade, and its rights have been outraged.

(more)
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"The Revolutionary Government of Cuba -would be prepared to accept the compromises

that you request as efforts in favour of peace, provided that at the same time, while

negotiations are in progress, the United States Government desists from threats and

aggressive actions against Cuba, including the naval blockade of our country.

"At the same time I express to you. our willingness to consider attentively any •

new suggestion you may put forward; furthermore, should you consider it useful to

the cause of peace, our Government would be glad to receive you in our country, as

Secretary-General of the United Nations, with a view to direct discussions on the

present crisis, prompted by our common purpose of freeing mankind from the dangers

of war,

"Unreserved respect for the sovereignty of Cuba is the essential prerequisite if

Cuba is to contribute with the greatest sincerity and goodwill, grudging no step

towards the solution of the present problem, and joining forces with all those

peoples who are struggling to save peace at this dramatic moment in the life of

mankind; Cuba can do whatever is asked of it, except undertake to be a victim and

to renounce the rights which belong to every sovereign State.

"I reiterate the assurances of my highest consideration.

"Major Fidel Castro Ruz

"Prime Minister of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba."

Accept, Your Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

(signed)

Dr, Mario Garcia Inchaustegui

Ambassador
Permanent Representative of Cuba

to the United Nations

* •»#* -x-
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TEXT OF MESSAGE FROM ACTING SEOHEOMKY-gEHKRAL U TEANT

TO PREMIER FIDEL CASTRO AND HIS REPLY

26 October 1962

Dear Mr. Ambassador,

I would be grateful if the enclosed message could urgently be transmitted to

His Excellency Senor Fidel Castro.

Sincerely yours,

U Thant
Acting Secretary-General

H.E. Sr. Mario Garcia-Inchaustegui
Permanent Representative of Cuba to
the United' Nations

Message to His Excellency Senor Fidel Castro,
Prime Minister of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba

I hope that Ambassador Garcia-Inchaustegui has conveyed to Your Excellency the

appeal that I addressed to you and to President Dorticos through him in the course

of the statement I made before the Security Council on 24 October. I then recalled

the following words of President Dorticos, uttered from the rostrum of the General

Assembly on 8 October;

"Were the United States able to give us proof, by word and deed, that it would,

not carry out aggression against our country, then,, we declare solemnly before you
here and now, our weapons would be unnecessary and our army redundant."

I added that I believed it would also contribute greatly to finding a way out

of the present impasse "if the construction and development of major military

facilities and installations in Cuba could be suspended during the period of

negoti ations."

As Ambassador Garcia may have reported to you I have received fairly

encouraging responses to my appeal for negotiations and a peaceful solution of the

problem from the President of the United States and from the Chairman of the Council

of Ministers of the USSR. Your Excellency can make a significant contribution to

(more)
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the peace of the world at this present critical juncture by directing that the

construction and development of major military facilities and installations in

Cuba, and especially installations designed to launch medium range and intermediate

range ballistic missiles,be suspended during the period of negotiations which are

now under way.

It would encourage me greatly to have an affirmative reply to this appeal

very urgently.

U !Thant
Acting Secretary-General

Letter from Prime Minister Castro to
Acting Secretary-General U Thant

27 October 1962

Translation from the Spanish

Your Excellency,

On the instructions of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba I have the honour to

transmit to you the following message:

"Your Excellency,

"I have received your message dated 26 October, and express my appreciation of

your noble concern.

"Cuba is prepared to discuss as fully as may be necessary, its differences with

the United States and to do everything in its power, in co-operation with the United

Nations, to resolve the present crisis. However, it flatly rejects the violation of

the sovereignty of our.' country involved in the naval blockage, an act of force and

war committed by the United States against Cuba, In addition, it flatly rejects the

presumption of the United States to determine what actions we are entitled to take

within our country, what kind of arms we consider appropriate for our defence, what

relations we are to have with the USSR, and what international policy steps we are

entitled to take, within the rules and laws governing relations between the peoples

of the world and the principles governing the United Nations, in order to guarantee

our own security and sovereignty.

"Cuba is victimizing no-onej it has violated no international law; on the

contrary, it is the victim of the aggressive.acts of the United States, such as the

naval blockade, and its rights have been outraged.

(more)
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"The Revolutionary Government of Cuba vould be prepared to accept the compromises

that you request as efforts in favour of peace, provided that at the same time, while

negotiations are in progress, the United States Government desists from threats and

aggressive actions against Cuba, including the naval blockade of our country.

"At the same time I express to you.-our willingness to consider attentively any

new suggestion you may put forward; furthermore, should you consider it useful to

the cause of peace, our Government would be glad to receive you in our country, as

Secretary-General of the United nations, with a view to direct discussions on the

present crisis, prompted by our common purpose of freeing mankind from the dangers

of war.

"Unreserved respect for the sovereignty of Cuba is the essential prerequisite if

Cuba is to contribute with the greatest sincerity and goodwill, grudging no step

towards the solution of the present problem, and joining forces with all those

peoples who are struggling to save peace at this dramatic moment in the life of

mankind; Cuba can do whatever is asked of it, except undertake to be a victim and

to renounce the rights which belong to every sovereign State.

"I reiterate the assurances of my highest consideration.

"Major Fidel Castro Ruz

"Prime Minister of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba."

Accept, Your Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

(signed)

Dr. Mario Garcia Xnchaustegui
Ambassador
Permanent Representative of Cuba

to the United Nations

* •»##
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TEXT OF MESSAGE FROM ACTING SECRETARY- GMEML U THAEFT

TO PREMIER FIDEL CASTRO AHP HIS REPLY

26 October 1962

Dear Mr. Ambassador,

I would be grateful if the enclosed message could urgently be transmitted to

His Excellency Senor Fidel Castro.

Sincerely yours,

U Thant
Acting Secretary-General

H.E. Sr. Mario Garcia-Inchaustegui
Permanent Representative of Cuba to
the United1 Nations

Message to His Excellency Senor Fidel Castro,
Prime Minister of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba

I hope that Ambassador Garcia-Inchanstegui has conveyed to Your Excellency the

appeal that I addressed to you and to President Dorticos through him in the course

of the statement I made before the Security Council on 2k October. I then recalled

the following words of President Dorticos, uttered from the rostrum of the General

Assembly on 8 October:

"Were the United States able to give us proof, by word and deed, that it would

not carry out aggression against our country, then,, we declare solemnly before you
here and now, our weapons would be unnecessary and our army redundant."

I added that I believed it would also contribute greatly to finding a way out

of the present impasse "if the construction and development of major military

facilities and installations in Cuba could be suspended during the period of

negotiations."

As Ambassador Garcia may have reported to you I have received fairly

encouraging responses to my appeal for negotiations and a peaceful solution of the

problem from the President of the United States and from the Chairman of the Council

of Ministers of the USSR. Your Excellency can make a significant contribution to
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the peace of the world at this present critical juncture by directing that the

construction and development of major military facilities and installations in

Cuba, and especially installations designed to launch medium range and intermediate

range ballistic missiles,be suspended during the period of negotiations which are

now under way.

It would encourage me greatly to have an affirmative reply to this appeal

very urgently.

U Shant
Acting Secretary-General

Letter from Prime Minister Castro to
Acting Secretary-General U Thant

27 October 1962

Translation from the Spanish

Your Excellency,

On the instructions of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba I have the honour to

transmit to you the following message:

"Your Excellency,

"I have received your message dated 26 October, and express my appreciation of

your noble concern.

"Cuba is prepared to discuss as fully as may be necessary, its differences with

the United States and to do everything in its power, in co-operation with the United

Nations, to resolve the present crisis. However, it flatly rejects the violation of

the sovereignty of our. country involved in the naval blockage, an act of force and

war committed by the United States against Cuba, In addition, it flatly rejects the

presumption of the United States to determine what actions we are entitled to take

within our country, what kind of arms we consider appropriate for our defence, what

relations we ere to have with the USSR, and what international policy steps we are

entitled to take, within the rules and laws governing relations between the peoples

of the world and the principles governing the United latioas, in order to guarantee

our own security and sovereignty.

"Cuba is victimizing no-onej it has violated no international law; on the

contrary, it is the victim of the aggressive acts of the United States, such as the

naval blockade, and its rights have been outraged.

(more)
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"The Revolutionary Government of Cuba would be prepared to accept the compromises

that you request as efforts in favour of peace,, provided that at the same time, while

negotiations are in progress, the United States Government desists from threats and

aggressive actions against Cuba, including the naval blockade of our country,

"At the same time I express to you.-our willingness to consider attentively any

new suggestion you may put forward; furthermore, should you consider it useful to

the cause of peace, our Government would be glad to receive you In our country, as

Secretary-General of the United Nations, with a view to direct discussions on the

present crisis, prompted by our common purpose of freeing mankind from the dangers

of war.

"Unreserved respect for the sovereignty of Cuba Is the essential prerequisite if

Cuba is to contribute with the greatest sincerity and goodwill, grudging no step

towards the solution of the present problem, and joining forces with all those

peoples who are struggling to save peace at this dramatic moment in the life of

mankind; Cuba can do whatever is asked of it, except undertake to be a victim and

to renounce the rights which belong to every sovereign State.

"I reiterate the assurances of my highest consideration.

"Major Fidel Castro Ruz

"Prime Minister of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba."

Accept, Your Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

(signed)

Dr. Mario Garcia Inchaustegui

Ambassador
Permanent Representative of Cuba

to the United Nations
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